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are the ghost/anti ghost elds and  is
the gauge xing parameter.
The above Lagrangian is invariant under the local
gauge transformation of type I (type II transformation
is irrelevant to the current problem) where the back-














, while the gluon and ghost












] is the transformation ma-
trix.
The non-equilibrium dynamics is usually described in











) where all elds in S






) is the kernel incorporating initial state cor-


















the positive or the negative time, respectively. At the tree
level there are only vertices with all positive or all nega-





) appearing in S
CTP
is non-vanishing
only at the initial time and plays the role of the initial
density matrix. If the initial time is not in the remote
past, it introduces a time dependence to the distribution
function, and consequently the time-translational invari-
ance is lost [18]. It is interesting to note that the situation
here is similar to the pinch singularity discussed in [19].
In the CTP formalism, choosing the physical repre-
sentation for the GF and SE [20], the Dyson-Schwinger





















































































where the dierential operators D and D
y
in the Feynman















































covariant derivative where the dierential operator acts
on the function on its left.
In the evolution of the gluon eld one distinguishes dif-
ferent scales, which characterize quantum and soft collec-
tive motion. We introduce a mass parameter, , as the
separation point of the quantum and the kinetic scale.
In the weak coupling limit g  1, the scale of collectiv-
ity  1=(g) is much larger than the typical extension
of hard quantum uctuations  1=. The eect of the
classical eld A on the hard quanta involves the cou-
pling gA to the hard propagator and is of the size of
the soft wavelength  1=(g). The above separation of
scales is the basis for the gradient expansion where one
expresses all 2-point GF
;
s in terms of the relative y and









)=2  1=(g), A(X)  
and F [A(X)]  g
2
.
In order to obtain the gauge-covariant kinetic equation











































) denotes a Wil-
son link with respect to the classical background eld.
One can also dene the Wilson link as a functional of
A + Q, but it is a much more complicated case and be-
yond the scope and subject of this work.
The covariant Wigner function
~





(X); only the transformation at a sin-





gauge transformation involves two points and therefore
is not gauge-covariant.
The DSE given by Eqs.(2) and (3) can be expressed







) one needs to know the derivatives of a














































































































































































































































































be obtained from Eqs.(8) and (9) by taking their Hermi-

























= 0 ; (10)






Taking the dierence between Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) and
using Eq.(9) and its conjugate expression, we derive the





































































The above equation is located at the collective coor-
dinate X and is gauge-covariant under the local gauge
transformation U (X), i.e. it transforms as U (  )U
 1
.










does not aect U , it is obvious that
the last three terms are gauge-covariant. To verify that
the rst two terms also preserve gauge covariance, we














































































With the above gauge transformations one clearly sees
that the sum of the rst two terms in Eq.(11) indeed
transforms as U (  )U
 1
and therefore preserves the
gauge covariance.
The quantum kinetic equation Eq.(11) is derived in a
quite general manner without requirements or assump-
tions that the QCD plasma appears close to equilibrium.
In the following we show that Eq.(11) is a natural quan-
tum generalization of the classical Vlasov equation. In
particular the color charge precession will be explicitly
identied in the quantum description of color charge ki-
netics given by Eq.(11).
The classical kinetic equation for the color singlet























]f(x; p;Q) = 0 ; (12)
where Q
a




Comparing Eq.(12) with the quantum expression
Eq.(11) it is clear that the color singlet distribution func-




which is a color matrix in the adjoint representation.
One can also recognize that the rst, third and fourth
terms of Eq.(11) are the quantum generalization of the
rst two terms in Eq.(12). The last term in Eq.(11) ap-
pears from the covariant operators [23] and hence is not
present in the classical equation.
Particularly interesting is the appearance of the second
term in Eq.(11). We have seen that its presence is crucial
to assure the gauge covariance of the Vlasov equation. In
addition this term has an interesting physical meaning.
It is the quantum analogue to the color charge precession






(X; q) with respect to the generators
T
a





(X; q) = N














(X; q) +    ; (13)
where T
a









the color octet function, etc. This expansion is similar to
the multipole expansion of an electromagnetic source in
electrodynamics. In the lowest order approximation, one
can keep only the rst two terms in Eq.(13) and neglect




























which is just the classical color precession term in
Eq.(12).
Since we know that D
X
 gA(X)  g, the rst two






and the color precession
term, are at leading order O(g
2
), while other terms are




). In the vicinity of equilib-
rium the natural scale in the system is the temperature
T . The mean distance between particles is of the order
of  1=T , while 1=(gT ) characterizes the scale of collec-
tive excitations [15, 16]. For small coupling constant g
these two scales are well separated. The covariantWigner
































at leading order, only the rst term of Eq.(11) survives






The analogy and dierences of the quantum and the
classical Vlasov equation can be made even more trans-
parent by formulating the equations for the color mo-




































































) = 0 ; (16)




























). The classical equations for color

































(x; p) = 0 ; (18)


















Comparing Eq.(15) with Eq.(17) and Eq.(16) with









), which comes from the covariant operators, the
quantum and classical equation have similar structure.
The identication of the color precession term in Eq.(11)
is then straightforward.
In summary, by applying the closed-time-path formal-
ism we have derived the gluon kinetic equation in the
background gauge of QCD. Equation (11) is quite gen-
eral and is not limited to the vicinity of equilibrium. It
is a kinetic equation with respect to a gauge-covariant
Wigner function, which is a matrix in adjoint color space.
Therefore it contains many non-Abelian features which
are absent from the well known classical equation. A no-
table feature is that, as in the classical case, it contains
a term that corresponds to the color precession, the non-
Abelian analogue to the Larmor precession for particles
with magnetic moments in a magnetic eld. This term
was not explicitly shown before in the formulation of a
Boltzmann equation for the QCD plasma. We nd that
this term is necessary to the gauge covariance of the ki-
netic equation.
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